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Background: Critical thinking is a key element in the field of education. Where many studies have been published regarding the importance of critical thinking while practicing or studying nursing in hospital settings or academic environment, this project indicates the development of critical thinking in nursing students at all levels of their nursing program. Objective: The purpose of the study is to enhance critical thinking in the nursing students to improve clinical practice and judgment. Methodology: A sample of 20 nursing students participated. A questionnaire tool regarding Knowledge, Attitude and Practice of nursing student to enhance critical thinking was used for pre and post-test evaluation. In implementation phase, participants presented with different critical thinking skill development presentations which were based on clinical scenarios. Results: The result analyzed was 18 out 20 participants strongly agreed that critical thinking development workshop enhanced the skill in patient care. The critical thinking assessment too was further assessed over the time period for their consistency and sustainability on utilizing the critical thinking strategy. Conclusion: The enhancement in critical thinking in nursing students is a necessary development in one’s ability ultimately improving patient care outcomes and quality indicators.
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BACKGROUND
Medical discipline has dramatically changed day by day with prompt changing in practice, technology and economic milieu that result in noncompliance of medical services among patients and families [1]. Nurses have to work hard to be updated and smart to understand, practice and implicated advanced lifesaving technology and intricate care through critical thinking [2-5].

Critical thinking is considered a basic mental process for knowledge acquisition, its development and it implication in the field of education, sociology, medical, ethical, management and politics for problem solving and decision making [6]. Critical thinking results in change in role of nurses’ perspective to caring, helping in recovery, reducing multiple acute care readmission and disease progression [2].

The study of Wager 2014 highlighted that the deficiencies among nursing education with substantive deficiency was implementation of critical thinking in nursing practice [4]. Primarily, novice or beginning nurse is deficient of critical thinking skill while providing effective nursing care [7]. They are expected to scrutinize acute health problems and intercede immediately [7-9]. The consequently lead to poor prognosis and health outcomes of patient including minor injury to death [7]. The aim of the study is to enhance critical thinking in the nursing students to improve clinical practice and judgment.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review compassed on the revival in the health care settings that emphasized the significance of critical thinking skills which should be part of the fundamental nurses’ educational program. The consequence of this is the majority of undergraduate nursing programs made critical thinking as part of their educational outcomes [10].

The significant demand for implementing teaching and measuring critical thinking is that there is no absolute definition of critical thinking. This encompassed that there is no single way to assess or teach critical thinking to nursing student. But active searching of literature review helped to find the way to infuse the habit of critical thinking (self – confidence,

Active learning had fundamental requirement for students [12]. The evidence showed that active learning among students influenced by both cognitive and non-cognitive factors [13]. These factor influenced by the classroom milieu. The physical environment (classroom size, lightening, noise level, seating arrangement, temperature, and distance between faculties to student) affected the process either directly or indirectly to student active learning [14].

Didactic teaching and rote learning style is most commonly used in Pakistan but very limited researches done here. Students encouraged to listen to lessons, made their notes and then comply with books for professional examinations [15]. 1998 National survey reported that nursing students reflected comments were, “I am told”, “No need to understand, just remember” [16]. Above all researches concluded that critical thinking need to be in-parted to nursing student for developing milieu of safe practice and holistic care.

METHODS
Study Design
Using an descriptive cross – sectional study design with a pre and posttest approach, the entire study consists of three phases; assessment, intervention and post assessment.

Population and Sample
The study population comprises the entire nursing student in nursing schools/colleges in Pakistan. For this proposed study convenient sampling used and total 20 nursing students enrolled in nursing BSN program.

Data Collection
The data collected with help of structured questionnaire for knowledge and attitude for about 30-60 mints. Demographic information of each participant student was obtained from them.

Data Analysis
The recorded data were analyzed with statistical package of social sciences (SPSS) to conduct analysis through descriptive statistics.

RESULTS
Participants’ Demographics
Data collected from the private and public institutions 20 subjects participated in the study. Among them 66 % were female and 33 % male. Majority of them (77%) are in final year and rest of them (33%) from third and second year of BSc nursing program. The participant age ranging from 20 to 25 year with majority of 53.9 % ranging from 20 to 22 years.

Significance of Critical Thinking
The structured questionnaire filled with both pre and post – test phase. During their pre – test 83% subjects strongly agree that importance of critical thinking tool in nursing profession.

Also stating 56% suggested that critical thinking promoted while exploring multiple aspects of a case study but post – test result significantly improved to 83%. Similarly 56% also in the favor that problem based learning enhanced their critical thinking process which enhanced to 67% in post – test phase. It has been seen that 61% of subjects felt that their clinical practice become improved as they used to implement their skills of critical thinking which in turns upgraded to 67%.

Nursing curriculum deficient to develop and provide opportunities for critical thinking skill. 39% of participants were in the favor of activities for enhancing critical thinking by including such subjects in nursing curriculum. Whereas 78% of participant supported that reasoning and discussion build critical thinking skill in them. Also 83% were in felt that critical thinking ability to lead to better nursing educational outcomes in post – test phase.

Critical thinking in nursing profession can improve standard of nursing care practice with 78% during pre – test while become 67% during post – test phase. Active learning has positive association with critical thinking with 67% of participant favors. Also written and oral assignment developed critical thinking skills in 67% of participants.

DISCUSSION
The findings of the assessment phase of study reveals that majority of nursing students’ lack of critical thinking skills as part of their curriculum and clinical practice. This concluded that significance of critical thinking in clinical practice. Following studies supported that the significance of critical thinking in nursing which directly influenced by that classroom physical environment, teaching methods, teacher knowledge and critical thinking skills, social skills and teaching experiences [17, 18]. Some studies stated that problem based learning more effective to develop critical thinking skill. With help of problem solve method student were able to develop critical thinking skill.

In conclusion to all this critical thinking is poorly studied in nursing discipline. Yet to some extent it reveals that there is need to enhanced teachers education with respect of critical thinking skills, teaching methodology, curriculum revision, critical thinking case studies and evaluation tools.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• To achieve the effective and safe clinical practice nursing educator must exhibit critical thinking
skills in themselves.

- Case studies and clinical scenarios based on critical thinking enhancement skills must become the part of nursing education curriculum.
- Instead of viva and oral examination, critical thinking objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) must use as tool for both formative and summative assessments.
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